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INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest supplies of raw materlelB in the
United States is being largely overlooked and wasted. Agri
cultural rasiduesi the materials that remain after the desired
seed, grain, fiber or root have been rerioved from the plant,
make up this supply of raw material. Because they are a part
of so many oropSi they are present in almost every section of
the country, but they are especially concentrated where corn^
cotton and wheat are grown (2).
Aronovskyi ^ aX. (2) estimate that 230,000,000 to
260,000,000 tons of raeldues, on a dry baals, are produced
annually in the United States. They report that probably
half of this tonnage is available for industrial utilization,
because the harvesting and collection of it can be carried on
economically.
Lathrop (7) estimates that only 1.2 per cent of the total
production of agricultural residues actually find industrial
uae.
There are several problems encountered in the attempt
to utilize theee residues extensively in industry. The
nature of the production of agricultural residues requires
that they be gathered at some central point from scattered
locations before they are shipped to the manufacturer. The
transportation and handling of these by-products Is quite
difficult, because zoost of them have relatively low densities
- 2 -
and require a large spaoe per imlt of wel^t* The residues
are produced seasoxially; end, since the eoonomlcel operation
of an industrial plant requires that It operate continuously
throughout the year» they must be placed In storage to
protect then from the elements until they can be used.
Adequate storage structures are quite costly. Dunning, et
q1* (5) estimate thet the coat for storage buildings for
corncobs was 6 cents per cubic foot, but they found thet the
cobs could be stored outdoors for 6 months without an appre
ciable decomposition of their content of pentosans and cellu
lose. Along with the high coat of transportation, handling,
end storage, the transformation of the residues Into a usable
product usually inTOlves conqplex and costly processes*
Consequently, unless the end product demands a prohibitive
price, the price paid to the producer must be quite low to
make industrial use of the residues economically sound end to
allow them to compete successfully with other raw materials
(2).
Concerning the use of agricultural residues in Industry,
-Aronovaky, et (2, p. 030) say:
Before dlscuesing the economics end technology of
the utilization of agricultural residues, we must
stress that if a residue la needed on the farm that
is whore It should be used. Only when residues are
surplus to the needs of the farm should they be
sold. Dairy farms or others requiring an abundance
of litter should retain the residues thet suit
their needs. Soils that require the crop residues
for fertility should receive them or suitable
substitutes.
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Corncobs rank fourth In total volume of crop residue
produced per year, with wheat straw being ranked first, corn
stalks second, and cotton stalks third (2). The corn produc
tion of the United States in 1952 was 3,306,735,000 bushels
(4). Assuming that there are 14 pounds of cobs produced with
each bushel of corn, the yield of cobs was 23,147,145 tons.
The avera^^e yield of cobs per acre of corn in the nation was
about 568 pounds*
Due to their physical and chemicol properties, corncobs
have been finding arore and more uses in Industry as well es
on the farm. Lathrop (7) states thet a oob is composed of four
distinct parts: light chaff; coarse chaff in the form of
tough, wood-like flakes; pith; and a woody ring. The ring and
coarse chaff, which constitute 94 per cent of the entire cob,
are tough, woody, and resistant to abrasion and granulation*
He reports that due to this property, the Nevy found thet a
mixture of 60 per cent ground cornoobs and 40 per cent un-
ground rice hulls was ideal as a medium for soft-grit blasting
to clean carbon, oil, end scale from airplane engine parts,
l-he cob particles are not abrasive to metal and almost any
type of deposit can be removed from metal without changing the
dimensions of the part. Re states that the soft grit blasting
method is being used by one of the major autoraobile companies
in several of its plants where engines and parts are rebuilt
or repaired, and that a manufacturer of farm equipment had
«• 4 •"
instaXXed It to oXeen aluminum-foundry oore boxes*
The tough woody oh&r&otarlstlo of cornoobs eXso makes
thom desirabXe, when flneXy ground, as a fiXXer for pXastlos
(2) (6).
A cheractorlstio of corncobs which makes then aciaptcbXe
for some IndustriaX uses end for farm use is their high
absorbency. Because ground corncobs absorb olX readlXy,
they are used In fur cXeonlag mlzturea^ in sweeping oonpounds,
and In hand soaps* They absorb moXasses and are mixed with It
to produce Xlvestook feed. Because of their ablXlty to absorb
Xarge quantities of water, they make an IdeeX pouXtry Xltter
(2) (?)• Oround cobs are aXso used as a muXch for gardens and
orchards (5).
Perhaps the greatest induatrleX use of corncobs today is
the result of certcin chemical properties of the cob. Corn
cobs, Xike other crop residues, contain cellulose and pentosaia.
On treatment with aolds, pentosans are converted first into
xylose; then, on further treatment with acid, this sugar is
converted Into furfural. Because of its selective solvent
properties, furfural has many uses. Its main uses are as a
^eflning agent In the refining of lubricating oils, vegetable
oils, ffood rosin, and butadiene. Butadiene ia used in making
synthetic rubber. "Hie development of the synthetic rubber
Industry brought with it a greatly increased demand for
furfural (2) (7).
There are three large plants in the United States which
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now produce furfural from oornoobs. ^ese plants are operated
by the "Quaker Oats Company and are located In Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Omaha, Nebraska; and Menqphla, Tennessee. The plants use
approximately 160,000 tons of corncobs per year In the manu
facture of furfural. The plants obtain the cobs from sup
pliers, who collect them from the farmers (9]«
In 1944, the Congress authorized the Department of the
Interior to investigate the production of synthetic liquid
fuels from non-petroleum sources* Studies were made of the
process for producing sugars from agricultural residues. When
cellxilose is treated with sxilfurlo acid under right conditional
glucose results, aiuoose is the raw material used in the fer
mentation process for making alcohol. A pilot plant was con
structed at Peoria, Illinois, to prove the process end is now
in operation (2) (5) (7)- It is possible thet this will open
another industrial market for corncobs as well as for other
agricultural residues.
Almost every use for corncobs in Industry or on the fam
requires that thty be ground to some certain degree of fine
ness. In the tilddb West there are about 50 oommerolal grind
ing mills, each grinding from 2,000 to 6,000 tons of cobs a
year (S) (7). Many farmers grind cobs for their own use with
feed mills. In many cases ear corn is ground; and the cobs,
mixed filth the corn, are fed to livestock.
Since corncobs must necessarily be sold at a low price
• 6 -
to Bak« their industrial use eoonomioally feasible, the proo-
esaing end handling of the oobs must be dona for as little
coat as possible* In diaousaing the economlos of the partial
processing of agrioulturnl realduea on the form for Industry,
Aronovsky, ^ al, (JJ) state that ohemicnl aenlprcooaslng on
the farm ia neither praotlonl nor ooonomlcr;!, but they nay of
aechenical aenilpro'sesalng (p. 633):
Corncobs can be crushed or coarsely /ground aoonoml-
oally on the farm or at the country elevator. • . •
Grinding oobs on a farm of ordinary size, however,
ia precticel only if grinding equipment, usually a
haanner mill, is already aveilable* The cost of a
fflachine for the sole purpose of grinding a sma11
amount of cobs anaually would probably raake the
procedure uneconomical.
Cobs that have been crushed or coarsely ground on the
farm can be used for several purposes without further proc
essing. Cob particles which pass a 1-mesh screen and are
retained on a 4-iaesh screen are preferred by poultry men for
use as poultry litter (2) (7), Finer particles cause the
litter to become packed and hard instead of resialning granul&r.
They may also cause young chicks or hens to choke (2) (8).
Coarsely ground oobs make a good mulch for gardens and or
chards. ^liey are not carried away by the wind, and they
remain in granul&r form. Crushed oobs can be used In the
manufacture of furfural, Ko specific size of grind is needed
for this purpose (9)* Fuffural plants can use any fractions,
coarse or fine (?),
Other uses of corncobs require that they be ground to
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finer p&rtioloa> Cobs used in soft grit blestlng fire ground
to pass a 10-mesh soreen and be retained on a 32-mesh screen
(?)• vhen used as a filler for plastics, cobs ere ground to
pass a 100-mesh soreen (7). They are usually ground to pass
a 4-inesh screen when used for livestock feed* For these and
other uses of the finer particles, corncobs can be crushed or
coarsely ground as the first step in the reduction*
The feed mills oomnonly found on the farm are not very
desireble for crushing cobs. The haiamer mill has a high
capacity; but the pover requireioents are usually quite hl^,
and the size of the perticles ere not uniform. The particles
range from extremely fine ones to those the size of the soreen
used in the mill. Burr mills deliver more uniform size
perticles, but the capacity of them la generally quite low.
The burrs aXso near qulo)cly because of the hardneaa of the
cobs (1)•
In en attenpt to meet the need for an economical and
satisfactory means of crushing cobs, an experimental corncob
processing machine tos developed at Iowa state college. It
was designed and originally constructed by the Agricultural
Engineering 436 class, under the d. rection of Professor Hoger
Yoerger, in 1952 (1). This machine was designed to have a
high capacity at a low power requirement. ITie processing unit
of the machine was desired to crush the cobs into coarse
particles. The size of the perticles was to be such that a
- 0 -
ml&lisuza amount of them would pass a 4-mesh Boreen.« Because of
the limited time available for the construotlon of the maohlne^
the A* 436 olass was unable to complete It and make the
final tests.
An application for a patent on the corncob processing
machine was filed by Professor Roger Yoerger In J(inuary, 1953.
The patent application wae number 331760, Crusher Device and
Methods. The patent rights were assigned to the Iowa state
College Research Foundation.
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OBJiSCTIV^a OF THIS STUUT
The objectiTes of thla study were as follows:
1. To complete the oorncob processing machine end
develop it for satisfactory operation.
2, To invoGtigate acmie of the phyaiool characteriatics
of oorncobs reXativo to the method by which they are
processed by the corncob processing machine.
3« To test and evaluate the performance of the corncob
processing machine.
- xo -
CF TliK COHNCOB PROCT^SSINO FsjIZ-CIIIKK
The purpOBO ot this maohlne Is to orush cobs into coarse
particles at a high rate and with a low power requirement. It
is to deliver a product that can be used for poultry litter
and mulch as well as for other purposes*
Description and Principle of Operation of the 2iaohlne
Procesaine units
A unique n^thod Is used in this mechlne to reduce the cobs
to coarse particles. The processing of the cobs is accomplish
ed by two separate imits, the crushing unit and the sizing
unit* The cobs are first quartered in the crushing unit.
This quartering effect Is a characteristic of the corncob*
Then it is con^ressed laterally, the cross section of the cob
splits into four parts. These splits extend for the length of
the cob, and it is divided longitudinally into quarters» as
shown in Figure 1. The sizing unit then breaks the long
quarters Into short lengths (1).
The crushing unit, shown in the upper part of Figure Z,
consists of two oppositely rotating rollers, each 11 inches
in diameter, between which the cobs are quartered. To Insure
a positive feeding action to the cobs, each roller has, around
its periphery, 3/6 x 3/3-inch bars bolted longitudinally
across it. The bars are set into grooves out in the surface
- 11 -
i
Figure !• Corncobs which have been broken Into quarters
by lateral compression.
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m
CRUSHING ROLLERS
SIZING CYLINDER
CONCAVE
Figure 2. Sketch of the crushing and sizing unit
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of the rollers, and they protrude 1/4 Inch above the surface.
The rollers are so placed that the axis of the slower one is
about 3 3/4 Inches higher than the axis of the faster one,
They were placed in this position because it was believed that
cobs would feed better between offset rollers than they would
between rollers which were on the same level.
The crushing rollers are driven from a sprocket on the
sizing cylinder shaft by means of a roller chain, as shown in
Figure 3. Because the quarters have a tendency to stick
together, they are driven at different speeds. This causes a
relative motion between them, irtiich helps to pull the quarters
apart. At the drive speed of the machine, the higher roller
is driven at 263 rjaa. and the lower roller is driven at 425
rpm.
The distance between the rollers is adjusted by moving
the slow roller. The bearing mounts on each end of this
roller have slots cut through which the bearing mounting bolts
are placed, ^ach bearing moiint has an adjusting bolt which is
used to slide it on the frame and to hold it in place. The
range of adjustments between the surface of the rollers is
from 1/4 inch to 1 1/8 inches.
The crushing rollers are timed with respect to each
other, so when they rotate the bars on one mesh between the
bars of the other. This timing is necessary to prevent inter
ference of the bars at the close spncing of the rollers* At
- 14 •
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Figure 3. Front 7iew of the oornoob prooessing maohine
with the shields and housing removed to show the
crushing and sizing unit and their drives.
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the wider spaoings, It prevents the high oompressiTe forces
which would occur If the cobs were compressed between the bar&
The timing is acooznplished by adjustment of the two idler
sprooKets. The large idler sprooKet, shown on the left in
Figure 3, is mounted on the frame by two bolts pieced through
slots cut in the mounting* This sprocket la adjusted by
loosening the bolts and sliding the sprocket on the frame.
The small idler sprocket Is mounted on tho frame with a brack
et. The bracket has a nmber of holes drilled in it to pro
vide different positions for the sprocket. The rollers must
be retimed whenever the distance between them is changed.
The sizing unit consists of a cylinder end concave, aa
shown in the lower part of Figure 2. Thla unit la placed
under the crushing rollers in a position that allowa the
cylinder teeth to pull the quartered cobs, that ftll from the
crushing unit, throu^ the concave teeth and, thereby, break
the quarters Into short lengths.
The cylinder Is of welded construction and contains six
rows of teeth. The spacing between the teeth in each row ia
3 1/2 inches on center, and they are staggered ao that the
teeth in one row follow the center of the space between the
teeth of the preceding row. The overall diameter of the
sizing cylinder la 14 3/8 Inches.
The sizing cylinder is driven directly from the power
take-off of a tractor. The power is transmitted through a
* 16 -
telescoping power t&ke-off shaft which is coupled to the
sizing cylincQp shaft vilth a ahesr bolt coupling.
The concuve has three rows of teeth which are pieced to
fit halfway between the staggered teeth on the sizing cylinder.
This \inlt is of welded construction. The concave asaerably
la hinged at the top to the crushing roll bearing mounting
frame menders and Is held rigid by a bolt which passes through
an extension on each aide of the concave into the bottom fraoie
member«
The amount of overlap of the sizing cylinder teeth and
concave teeth Is adjusted by swinging the concave on the hinge
bolts. The concave Is secured at Its desired position by
placing the bolt in the extension at each side of the concave
through the proper hole in the bottom frame member. The con
cave can be adjusted to allow 100, 69, 3&| or 7 per cent
average overlap of the three rows of concave teeth and the
sizing cylinder teeth* The maximum overlap of the teeth la
1 3/4 Inches.
Input elevator
The cobs are fed Into the hopper over the crushing unit
by a chain drag elevator. The chain drag drive shaft is
driven by a roller chain from a sprocket on the elevator Jack-
shaft. The Jackshaft is driven by a quarter turn V-belt from
a Y^aheave on the rear end of the sizing cylinder shaft. The
- 17 -
elevator drive system Is shown in Figure 4*
The hopper end of the elevator oan be raised or lowered
by means of a wincn i->ye of lift, so that the elevator can be
operated at various levels and the zsaohine can bo moved read
ily. The elevator pivots around the Jocksheft nhen this
adjustment is made; therefore the elevator drive system is
not affected.
Output elevator
An auger-type elevator is used to elevate the crushed
oobs from the sizinis unit. The elevator hopper encloses the
sizing cylinder. It directs the crushed oobs, which are
thrown from between the sizing cylinder and concave, into the
opening in the auger tube. ;^'hen the hopper is full, many of
the cobs are carried around and through the concave again by
the sizing cylinder*
The auger is driven by a quarter turn V*belt from the
Jaclrshaft to the V*6heave on the lower end of the auger shaft.
The Jaclcsheft is driven by a V-belt from the ?-sheave on the
rear and of the sizing cylinder shaft. This drive system is
shown in ^'Igure o.
The total length of the auger tuba is 9 feet. To make
the machine more compact for transportation, the auger is made
of tvo sections; so that the top 3 feet can be folded beck
over the machine, as shown in Flgi^re 7. A bearing is mounted
- 18 -
Figure 4. Input elevator drive
Figure 5. Auger elevator drive^
- -
inside the tube at the top end of the lower eeotlon to hold
the auger In plaoe. The upper saotion of tube Is hinged to
the lover seotlon. A square shaft, whioh Ik in the out end of
the upper section of auger shaft, fits late e stiutire feaale
fitting, ahlch is in the cut end of the lower section of auger
shaft, when they are joined. During the operation of the
machine, the two seotlona are hold together by fasteners on
the outside of the tube.
frassB and ohasla
The chain drag elevator, auger elevator, and the oruah«^
Ing and sizing units are mounted on the frame to sake the
complete machine* The t^ole machine is mounted on the front
axle and wheels salvaged from an automobile to make a com
pletely mobile unit. It was made to be pulled behind the
trect&r whioh supplies the power to the processing units.
Figures 6 and V show the complete machine.
Procedxure for Determining the Design Changes Needed
for Satisfactory Operation of the Machine
The machine was completed before the testing program was
started. The completion of the mschine consisted of enclosing
the crushing and sizing units with sheet metal, constructing
the drive system for the eugor elevator, and constructing a
- 20 -
•a
Figure 6. Right front view of the corn-
cob processing machine with
the auger extended.
Figure 7, Left rear view of the corncob
processing machine with the
top section of auger folded
back.
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orsdXe to support the upper saotlon of the auger elevator
when It la folded baok*
To <ietermlne whet changes of design were necesssry for
the satisfactory operation of the machine, prellniln&ry tests
and field tests were maUe. The preliminary testa consioted
of running a few cobs through the maohlne and noting the
operation of the Tarlous parts. The changes needed as Indi
cated by these prelialiuiry tests irare laade before the machine
was field tested.
Pour field testa were made on the machine. The first
test was conducted by crushing 2,740 pounds of cobs which
were stored In a corn crib. TJiree men scooped the cobs into
the elevator of the machine during this teat. Cobs were
crushed directly from a Minneapolis aSoline Model "K corn
sheller during the second field teat. They were dropped from
tha cob elevator of the sheller Into the hopper of the input
elevator of the oob processing machine. There were 9,570
pounds of cobs crushed during this test* l%e third test was
conducted by crushing 9,260 pounds of cobs which wore stored
in a pile on the ground. The cobs were quite wet and contain*
ed an excess of husks. Three men scooped the cobs into the
input elevator of the m8chlno. The fourth field test was made
by crushing approximately 5,000 pounds of cobs which were
stored under a roof. Two men scooped the coba into the
elevator •
- 2S *
An Oliver 77 D traotor was used to power tto machine dur
ing all the field tests • The adjustment of the machine for
the testa v&s a 3/4-inch distance between the crushing rolls
and the maximum overlap of 1 3/4 inches of the ccnceve and
sizing cylinder teeth*
Notes on the operation of the various parts of the ma
chine were kept during each test. After each test, the neces
sary design changes were made. Several changes of design were
made also during the preliminary perfoimanoe tests of the ma
chine •
Design Changes Made
Processing units
It was noted during the preliminary tests thct many of
the quartered cobs were not being broken into short lengths by
the sizing unit, since the space between the concave teeth
was 3 1/2 inches on center in each of the three rows« it was
decided that they were too far apart. More teeth were welded
midway between the existing teeth in the two upper rows.
After the addition of these teoth, further teats showed that
the quarters were being broken more satisfactorily; however
some of them were still quite long.
The coupling between the po?f©r take-off shaft and the
sizing cylinder shaft was pinned to the latter with a 3/e-lnch
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steel bolt. Thla bolt was sheared off during the first field
test when the maohlne beoame plugged with cobs. The bolt was
replacedy but It was noted after the second test that the hole
through the sizing cylinder shaft was becoming enlarged and
that there was danger of the shaft falling at this point. To
correct this, a keywey was cut Into the hub of the coupling
to match the one existing in the shaft; end a 3/6 x 3/P-inoh
Key, as well as the 3/e-lnch bolt, were used to seoure the
coupling to the shaft. The hub of the coupling was reinforced
by pressing a length of steel pipe over It* The pipe was then
welded to the coupling.
During the preliminary tests it was noted that the mount
ing for the large Idler sprocket had twisted on the frame,
causing the sprocket to be out of line with the other
sprockets. The force of the roller chain on the sprocket had
caused a moment too great for the two mounting bolts to resist.
An adjustable tension bar, which extended from the sprocket
mounting to the upper frame meniber at the beck of the machine ^
was Installed to resist this moment.
The preliminary performance tests of the machine Indicat
ed that the torque transmitted by the drlveahaft beoame
excessive when the crushing rollers were spaced less than 1/2
inch apart. At a 1/4-lnoh spaoing, the shear bolts in the
power take-off coupling and a universal joint were broken. It
was decided that the machine could not be operated practically
when the crushing rollers were spp.ced less than 1/2 inch apart.
- S4 -
Input elevBtor
During the third field test It was observed that the sheet
metol extension of the elevetor side, to a^loh the left be&rSng
of the chain drag drive shaft was mounted, had buckled and
caused the roller chain from the Jeokahaft to the driven
sprocket to become loose* The sheet metal was not rigid
enough to withstand the tension In the roller chain tvhen the
elevator was loaded. To stiffen It, a steel rein
forcing plate was put over the sheet metal and extended back
to the upper side braoe. The bearing v&b then mounted on this
reinforcing plate.
A second change was made on the elevetor during the
preliminary performance tests of the mr.chine. It was then
noted, when the elevator was operating at maximum capacity,
thet the cobs wo\ild bridge over the cruaning rollers and over
flow the hopper. This Indicated that the elevator had a
greater capacity than the crushing unit. It was also observed
that It extended too far into the hopper. This caused the
oobs to be thrown to the front end of the rollers.
Ttim ospaolty of the elevator was reduced by replacing the
3S-tooth, driven sprocket on the drag chain drive shaft with e
48-tooth sprocket. This reduced the speed of the flights from
166 feet per minute to 111 feet per minute at a power take-off
speed of 600 rpm. Although the speed of the flights were
reduced by one third, It was noted that the capacity of the
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elevator was not reduced that nuoh« Kaoh flight picked up
more cobs at the slower speed.
It was necessary to move the elevator back out of the
hopper to allow the cobs to drop on the center of the rollers*
It was moved back 4 inches by moving the jackshaft, by which
the auger is mounted to the machine, toward the upper end of
the elevator. The Jackahaft was left in its original position
with respect to the frame of the zoachine; therefore th# V-belt
drive was not affected.
X<ater tests indloated that the elevator operated
satisfactorily.
Output elevator
It was noticed during the first and second field tests
that soiae of the cobs which spilled out of the input hopper
fell on the V-belt which drives the auger Jackshaft. The
belt was frequently thrown off the driver sheave by these coba.
Unless the machine was stopped quickly when this happened, the
sizing cylinder became plugged with cobs, and the shear bolts
in the power take-off drive coupling were broken. vSiheet metal
shields were plaoed over the V-belt and the sheaves to prevent
the cobs from falling on them.
The auger stopped frequently, during the first two field
tests, when cob particles became wedged between the auger
blade end the bearing mounting at the upper end of the bottoa
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auger section. This caused one of the V-belts in the drive
system to slip. It was decided that much of this difficulty
vould be overcome If more torque «as transmitted to the auger
shaft at the aeimfl belt speed. To accompllah thla^ the 7-lnoh
drlren sheave on the auger shaft was replaced by a l£.4-lnoh
sheave. This changed the auger speed from 515 rp». to 290
rpm. when the power take-off speed was 600 rpm.
The auger opar&ted better during the third and fourth
field teats, but It still became plugged If there were many
huska present In the cobs. The husks wrapped around the bear-*
Ing and the out off end of the auger blade In the hinged sec
tion and eventually caused the auger to atop*
During the preliminary performance teata. It was found
that the auger had leaa capacity than the oruahlng end alzlng
unlta. To Increase Ita capacltyf the lS«4-lnoh aheaye at the
end of the auiger shaft waa replaced with a lO-lnch sheave.
This Increased the auger speed from Z90 rpm. to 360 rpm.
An attempt was made to operate the Ruger after removing
the bearing and bearing mount from the upper end of the bottom
tube section, but the huaks wrapped around the out off end of
the auger blade In the hinged section to a greater extent. It
operated more aatlafaotorlly when the bearing wea in plao«;
and, if the coba were quite free of huaka. It operated without
plugging.
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SOME PHTSICAL CHARACTHHISTICS OF CORNCOBS
To detemlne whether or not the ssethod used in the corn
cob processing nffiohine to crush cobs hes any merit, oerteiin
physical characteristia of the cob were investigated. A
complete study of this kind would require many tests end much
time; because cornoobSy in relation to each otheri are of a
heterogeneous charaoter. The lack of time limited this study
to juat enough teats to indloate the trenda in a few charao-
terlatlca of the cornoob.
Some Crushing and Breaking Charaoterletlca of Corncobs
The processing units In the corncob processing machine
crush the coba into quarters and then break the quarters into
short lengths. It can also be adjusted to break the whole
cobs into short lengths. These methods of reducing ooba were
duplicated as closely aa poaaible In the laboratory to invea-
tigato the oruahlng and breaking charaoterletloa of tba corn
cob.
ObJectlTes of the testa
The objectives of the tests were es follows;
1. To investigate the crushing chtiracterlstlca of corn-
ooba when they are compresaad laterally.
2. To oompara the crushing oharaoteristloa of relatively
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dry ool)s with those of cobs whioh have a hl^
molature content.
3« To Investigate the breaking characteristic of whole
cobs end quartered cobs.
ProceGure of the tests
The cobs used in these tests were randomly selected from
the same group of cobs that were used in the performance testa.
Kaoh oob was out into a 3-inoh length to eliminate the influ*
ence of different lengths on the test results, !niey were then
stored in a dry building to allow them all to reach approxi
mately the same moisture oontont. Four days prior to the
teats, pert of these cobs were taken from the beg, soaked in
water for a short time, ana placed in en air-tight container
to allow the moisture to soak completely through them.
To investigate the crushing chtirecterlstics of the cobs^
they were compressed laterally between flat plates with a
Tiniua Olsen Tssting Machine. The load wes applied slowly to
each specimen; and, at intervsls, the loading was stopped to
permit the value of the load at that instant end the oorre*
aponding displacement to be recorded* The displecement was
measured by a mechanical deflection indicator. These testa
were made on both the dry cobs and the wet cobs. Kach speci
men tested was selected randomly from the supply of 3-inch cobs.
The breaking characteristics of the whole cobs end the
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quartered cobs were tested by using the same equipment. The
speoimens were placed on supports, which were 2 inches apart,
llie load wea applied slowly to the center of this span. At
Intervals the loading was stopped to allow the value of the
load at that instant and the corresponding deflection to be
recorded. coba were quartered for this test by con^resa-
ing them just enough to split then completely. All four sec-
tlons, which still clung together slightly, wore placed on the
supports for the tests. Both the whole cobs and the quartered
cobs were selected randomly from the supply of apeclznens.
The average moisture content of the dry cobs ond the wet
cobs was determined after the tests. They were weighed, dried
in 8 Sargent drying oven for approximately 40 hours, and then
weighed again. The moisture content was 10.6 per cent (wet
basis) for th^ dry oobs and 45.0 per cent (wet basis) for th«
wet cobs.
Results end dlsousslon
The results of the crushing tests are recorded in Tables
14 end 15, Appendix A, and the correspondliiig load-displacement
roletlonshlps ere plotted in graphical form In Figures 6 and ft
In these graphs, the displacement of the oobs was ex
pressed as the dlstanos between the crushing plates. This
helped identify the distance of compression with the adjust-
nent of the crushing rollers on the corncob processing machine^
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MOISTURE CONTENT = 10-6%
(WET BASIS)
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Figure 8, Cruahing characteristics of eight 3-inch
samples of dry corncobs when compressed
laterally.
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Figure 9. Crushing cheracterlstles of eight 3-inoh
samples of vet oomeobs when crashed
laterally.
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The point of intoroeption of the curves with this axis wbs,
then, the orlglneX dleaaeter of the cohs tested.
There was quite a wide variation among the eight 8anQ)le8
of dry oobs ee for as the load and defXeotion needed to crush
then were ocooemcd; however tha cruahing oharaoterietio of
these aan^Xes foXXowed about the aame trend* Saoh corncob
first supported e certain amount of Xoed with reXativeXy Xittte
deflection. Thie load varied from 460 pounds to 940 pounds in
the samplaa tested. Vhen the criticel load for the cob waa
reached, it started to fracture, first along the vertical
cross sectional diesoeter and then, with further displacement,
along the horizontal diameter. (*hen the first fracture oc-
curied, the load either started to drop iia&edlateXy upon
further diapXaeement or it remained about the aeae vaXue for a
short distance before it began to drop off. The Xoad continu
ed to drop as the cob was further compressed; and the frootur-^
es, which quartered the cob longitudinally, were opened wider*
The vertical fracture progressed from the pith of the corncob
to the outside edges end completely divided the cob. The
horizontal fracture progressed frora the outside edges to the
pith, but it did not break through the pith* After the frac
tures were opened their maximum distance, the load started to
increase egain. It increased quickly; the quarters supported
a large load with only a small deflection. No further break
age of the cob occurred. Instead, the two quarters on each
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aide of the vertical fracture were bonded tightly together
again at the horizontal fracture.
In ooB^arlng the crushing cherectaristlcs of the wot cobs
with that of the dry cobs, It was found that the average
crltloel load needed to fracture the wet coba averaged 440
pounds leas than that needed for the dry ones. For all eight
samples, the orltloal load dropped off very little ea the
fractures widened. The wet cobs were tough and spongy and did
not divide completely at the fractures, even when the load was
increased after the^ broke.
The tests showed that the Ulstunce between the plates had
to be at least 0«7S inches to completely crush all the cobs.
This was true of both the wet cobs and the dry cobs. This
dlstanee was rather orltloal. Smaller spaolngs gave relative
ly high values of load without any further crushing effect.
At the greater distances, some of the cobs wore not crushed.
The results of the breaking tests are recorded In Tables
16 end 17, Appendix A, and the load-deflection relationships
are plotted in grephical form in Figure 10.
The tests showed that the breaking characteristics of
whole cobs differed very decidedly from the breaking charac
teristics of quartered cobs. The samples of whole cobs sup
ported from 266 pouxids to 410 pounds of lood before they
failed. The quartered cobs supported from 34 pounds to S8
pounds. The four quarters of each cob broke at different
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Breaking characteristics of whole cobs and
quarted cobs when loaded at the center of
a 2-inch span.
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Tolues of defXeotion. This caused the load to decrease
gradually after the flret quarter broke.
^ater Absorption Charaeterlatloa of some Cob P&rtloles
Corn Qobt aro uaad aa poultry litter and other typaa of
bedding on the fan. Baeauaa of their high abaorbenoy, they
are ideal for this purpose* Whan oornooba ere used for litter
they are usually ground coarsely (7) (8).
Since the corncob processing machine delivers particlea
which ere mostly short lengths of cob quarters^ it was
desired to investigate the water absorption characterietica
of such particles and compare them with the charactertstica
of oCher particles,
ObJeotivea of the teata
The objeotirea of the teata vere aa followa:
1. To inveatigata the water absorption rate and holding
capacity of quartered cobs.
S* To compere the water ebaorption rate and holding
capecity of quartered cobs adth that of other types
of particles.
Procedure of the teata
The coba uaed in these teata were randomly selected froa
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the same group of oobs that were used In the performance tests.
The quartered cobs and two other types of particles were
prepared for the tests. The quartars sere made by cutting the
cobs into 2-inch lengths and then oruslilng them with a vice*
One of the other types of partioles was prepared by cutting
whole oobs into 1/4-inch lengths. These pertlclas contained
approximately the sacie volume of cob as the 2-inch lengths of
quarters. vhole oobs cut to 2-inch lengths made up the other
type of particle.
All the particles were placed In a Sargent drying oven
set at 120^ Intermittent heet| for epproxixnately 36 hoursy
before the tests. At the time of the tests, they were removed
from the oven and weighed. The pertlolas of each type were
divided into two samples. These samples were placed in small
baskets which were xaade of hardware cloth.
To start the tests» each sample was submerged momentarily
in water, swung to throw off the excess water, and weighed.
This weight was recorded as the initial weight of the samples
at the starting time of the tests.
The tests then proceeded by submerging the six sauries
in water. After certain intervals of time, each of the alx
sefl-jples in turn was removed from the water, swung to throw
off the excess water, weighed, and returned to the water.
The gross weight of the saiiq;)le was recorded with the corre
sponding time. The time intervals were short during the first
half-hour of the tests, but they were gradually lengthened as
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the weter absorption rato decreased. The testa were continued
until It was eviaant that the particles were no longer absorb
ing water.
Hesults and dlacusalon
The results of the tests are recorded In Table 1 end the
corresponding water absorption rates for the three types of
cob particles are plotted graphically in Figure 11.
The average weight of water absorbed by the quartered
cobs was 143 per cent of the dry weight of the cobs. The
length of time required to absorb this water was about 65
hours. Half of this water was absorbed during the first 5
hours of the tests.
The absorption rate of the 1/4-inch lengths of whole
cobs was the seme as that of the quarters for the first 9
hours. It then beeame gradually slower until the oobs reached
an equlllbriusi with the water. The average total weight of
water absorbed by the 1/4-lnoh particles was 132 per cent of
their dry weight*
The absorption rate of the 2-inch lengths of whole cobs
was the sarae as that of the other two types of perticles for
the first half-hour. It then bQcame gradually slower until
the cobs hud absorbed their maximum weight of water. This
weight averaged 103 per cent of the dry weight of the cobs.
As Indlcatedy there was 40 per cent more water absorbed
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Table 1
ISoisture Absorption Rate of Three Types of Cob PertloXes
^en submerged in Water
Water absorbed in per cent of dry weight of cobs
Time Average of two tests
hr. 2 in, quartered 2 in. whole 1/4 in. whole
ooba cobs cobs
0 0 0 0
0.1 27.7 31.7 19.8
0.2 32,8 32,7 27.5
C.3 35*0 26,6 29.7
0.4 36,7 27.4 31.9
0.5 37.4 25.9 34.1
0.75 59*6 30,2 39.6
1.0 40,7 29,5 41.3
1.5 46,3 34,2 45.1
E.O 60,7 33.5 52.8
a.5 55.5 37.0 56.0
2.0 59.8 38.1 59.9
4.0 64 .G 42,8 68.2
6.0 77,4 51.0 84.6
8.0 87,2 60.0 66.9
10.0 93,2 61.5 91.2
12.0 101.8 66.9 98.9
18.0 111.0 73.0 104.5
24.0 120,1 80.9 113.3
50.0 90.3 123.2
41.0 140.7 100.7 130 .8
48.0 136,9 96.5 126.4
54,0 142.1 101.5 130 .8
67.0 143,2 10S.3 131.9
by the quartered oobs than by the 2-lnoh lengths of whole oobs*
The differenoe was not es greet between the quartered oobs and
the 1/4-lnch lengths of whole oobs. It was about 11 per cent.
All three types of particles absorbed their maximum amounts of
water in 65 hours.
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19i«s<i results l&dleated that the water absorption rate and
eapaolty are related to the surfaoe area per unit Tolume of
the coh portlclea. Theorattoally, the q\iartera of a longitu
dinally quartered oob, which la 1 inch in diameter and Z inches
long, have 102 per cent more surfaoe area than a whole cob of
the aams dimenaiona. The portlcles formed by cutting the aajne
size cob into 1/4-lnoh lengths have 60 per cent more surfaoe
area than the whole oob. The quarters have 26 per cent more
surfaoe area than do the 1/4-inoh lengths of whole cobs.
The deTiations of the points from a smooth curve were
contributed to the technique in conducting the tests. Differ
ences occurred in the amount of free water that was flung off
the samples each time they were removed from the water to be
weighed*
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PSHyORSiANCK 0? Tm COnNCOB PnOCSSSiNO mCHIHE
The perfomanc© of the cob prooeaalng laaohlne wea
evaluated by finding the overage onpecity of tho rceohine, the
range of the power requirements of tho r.eohine, and oizoa of
crushed oob particles delivered by the atfichine. Two variable
factors, which were believed to have an effect on the perform
ance, were InTestigated in thla study. They were the rate at
which oobs were fed into the xKachine and the adjustments of
the crushing and sizing unit. The effects on the power
requirement and the sizo of oob perticXes delivered Twre
evE^lueted for eeoh one of these fcictors.
Objectives of the Performance Tests
The objectives of the performnnco tests were as follows:
1. To determine the effect of the feeding rate on the
performance of the corncob procesalng nnchlne.
2. To determine the effect of the distances between the
crushing rollers on the performance of the oomoob
processing machine*
3. To determine the effect of the concave settings on
the ]^rformaneo of the corncob processing machine.
4. To determine the range of power requirements of the
corncob processing machine*
5. To deterralne the ran^^e of the size of cob particles
delivered by the corncob processing machine.
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To determina the oapaolty of the oornoob processing
machine.
Equipment Used for Pover Iteasureioent
Hydraulio torque Indicator
Tlie measurement of the torque transmitted by the power
teke-off shaft required a torque meter thst oould be adapted
to the po^r telce-off shaft of the me chine, would respond
quickly and accurately to sudden changes of torque, could be
used ^ith a recording instruicent, end would have sufficient
capacity for the Job. An oxperlmentel hydraulic torque
indicator, developed by Buchele (3), vaa avGi:i^ble £or use in
the performance studies; but tests of this indicator shoved
that the torque convertlne mechanism did not function satia*
factorily. In his report, he had suggested another type of
unit that could be installed In place of this mechanism. Sisse
this type of unit appeared to meet all the requirements of this
application, it was constructed and placed in the torque meter*
This meter was then uned in the performance tests to measure
the torque transmitted to the machine by the power take-off
shaft«
The torque indicator mechanism of this meter converts
torque into hydraulic pressxire. The eight holes in the plate
keyed on the end cf the shaft, shown at the left of Figure 12,
are large enough for the steel balls to fit into without
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binding. The plate keyed to the end of the shaft et the
right has eight oone-ahaped recesses cut into it to natch
the holes in the other plate, "hon the meter is assembled,
the pletes are in the position shown in Figure 13. The
ateel balls lay in the oonioal recesses in the right plate
and extend through the holes in the left plate. A thrust
bearing is mo\mted behind the left plate to oonteot the ateel
balls. It fits into a circular groove over the rubber dia-
phragm« shown in the housing section at the left of Figure
12, which encloses a hydraulic reservoir. The diaphragiQ la
distended when the reservoir is filled with oil and pushes the
thrust bearing firmly against the steel balls. This holds the
steel balls in place and couples the two shafts together.
'Vhen torque is applied to the shafts, either statio^illy or
dynamically, the inclined sides of the conical receases cauae
the ateel balls to exert a perpendicular force on the thruat
bearing. (Another thruat bearing between the plate ^ith the
cone ahaped reoeases end the right housing section is used to
react this force and prevent the plate from slipping back.)
The thrust bearing functions as a piston and displaces the
diaphragm until the oil pressure in the reservoir equalizes
tha force exerted by the steel balls. vhen the torque applied
to the shafts is decreased, the force applied by the steel
balls is decreased; and the diaphra^ is allowed to expand,
decreasing the oil pressure. The hydraulic system la cloaed;
and, because of the low compreasibility of the oil uaed in the
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Figure 12« Exploded view of torque indicator
Figure 13. Partially assembled torque indicator
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system^ there is eotually Tery little transletlonel raoTement
of the steel balls or the piston. If air is present in the
systemy there will be more movement of these parts.
A zerk fitting is mounted on a filler pipe in the hydrau
lic reservoir, so thot oil can be pumped Into it with a
stanUera Kreaae gun. The grease gun is also used to build up
the oil pressure in the aystGia. A needle valve in the filler
pipe is used to prevent the oil from leaking through the serJc
fitting. A place is also provided In the reeervoir to mount
a hydraulic pressure gage.
Tho meter is assembled by bolting the two housing seotioos
together. A spacer is placed between the two sections to hold
them the proper distance apart. Si* bolts extend through the
housing sections to pull them firmly against the spacer and
hold then in yleoe while the torque indicator is in operation.
The torque Indicator was mounted on an Oliver 86 D tractcr
for use in the performance tests. One end of the shaft was
conneoteQ to tho power take-off shaft of the tractor with a
universal joint. The housing of the indicator was bolted to
a frame which was mounted to the drawbar of the tractor. Thin
frame held the torque indicator rigidly to the tractor.
The torque indicator is shown mounted to the tractor in
Figure 14*
Heoordlng pressure mpfl
An Saterllne-An^^us recording pressure gage vaa used to
record the pressures developed in the torque indicator during
the performGnoe tests. This gage recorded the instantaneous
pressures, which corresponded to torque, on a moving chart.
The chart was driven by the drive shaft of the corncob
processing machine. The speed of the drive shaft required
thGt a speed reducer be used, since the chart drive on the
gage moved the chart et a rate of 1 Inch forcrvery two revolu
tions of the drive shaft. A speed reducer with e 12 to 1
ratio vaa constructed and mounted on the chart drive. With
this reducer, 1 inch of chart represented 24 revolutions of
the cob processing machine drive shfift.
A manually operated clutch was mounted on the speed
reducer to stop or start the movement of the chart while the
cob processing machine was in operation. The light wei(^ht
gears and shafts, used in the construction of the reducer,
permitted the chart to be started almost instantaneously to
full speed or stopped almost instantaneously from full speed.
Figure 15 shovs the recording pressure gage with the
speed reducer nounted on it.
A pressure das^ening mechanism was included in the eon-
nectioa between the gago and torque indicator after prelimi
nary teats of the instruments with the cob procesaing istiohine
The sudden changes of pressure had caused the pen on the
. 47 -
Figure 14. Torque Indicator mounted on the
tractor and connected to the
power take-off shaft.
Figure 15* Speed reducer assembly mounted
on an Esterilne-Angus recording
pressure gage.
. 48 -
recording gage to fluctuate violently across the chert. It
seemed that the Inertia of the pen and of the linkage idiich
connected the pen to the Bourdon tube magnified the variations
of the pressure to a great extent# The Hay Pressxire Snubber,
which was installod In the line, dampened the veirlstions of
the pressure sufficiently for satisfactory operetlon of the
gage.
During the performance tests the recording pressure gage
was fastened to a table by the corncob processing machine.
The chart drive nieohanlsra of the gage was connected to the
rear end of the 'sizing cylinder shaft with a flexible shaft.
This shaft was enclosed in copper tubing to support It and to
prevent it from whipping. The gage was oonnected to the
hydraulic system In the torque indicator with copper tubing.
The air vas first excluded from the system by pumping oil into
the hydraulic reservoir and through the tubing with a grease
gun. A small initial pressure was introduced into the system
with the grease gun after the connections were made. Figure
15 shows the Instruments connected to the machine.
Calibration of the equipment
The torque indicator vas calibrated with the recording
pressure gage to determine the relation between the torque
transmitted by the indicator and the reading of the gage. An
electric-cradle dynamometer was used as the loading unit, and
- 49 -
Figure 16. Power measxiring instruments attached to the
corncob processing machine.
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the power was delivered by the power t&ke-otf of en Oliver
66 D treotor* The torque indicator was connected between the
power take-off shaft of the tractor end the dynaraoioeter drive
shaft* The pressure recording gage was connected to the torqoB
indicator, and a amall initial pressure was put in the hydrau
lic aystem. 'Hils duplicated, as nearly ns possible, the
conditions under which the torque indicator operateU during
the performance tests of the cob processing nachlne.
During the cfjllbratlon, the tractor oporeted at full
sp^ed| and various loads were set on the dynax&omoter • The
dynamometer settle reading and the oorreapondlng gage reading
were recorded for each load. Hie tare weight and the tare
gage reading were deteroilned while the dynamometer was oper
ating at the zero load adjustment.
The net reeding of the dynamometer scale was multiplied
by the length of the br&ke am to obtain the torque for each
run. These values of torque were then plotted Rgelnst the
corresponding values of the net gugo reading to obtain the
callbretlon curve.
The torque indicator was cellbreted several different
times to cheoic the effect of wear on the shape of the cali
bration curve• It was found that the curve deviated from a
straight line after the steel balls in the torque indicator
had slightly peened the sides of the cone-shaped recesses.
The peening occurred early in the use of the torque indicator^
• gl
and did not appear to becozae deeper during: the perfonntsnce
teats of the processing raaohine.
Another fcietor was found to affect the shnpo of the
oallbretion curve. Initial gage readings of 100 to 185 caused
slig^ay greater torque readings over the range of the gage
than did initial readings of 40 to 76. There vaa no signifi
cant change in the calibration curve in the range of initial
pressure readings of 40 to 75.
The final oallbration curve shown In Figure 17 vas used
to convert the net pressures recorded in the perforzn&nce testa
to torque. The capacity of the dynamometer at power take-off
speeds did not allow readings to be token to tlie liMit of th©
gage; therefore the upper end of the curve hed to be extra
polated to include the hlghor readings of pressure.
Other Equipment
The equipi&ent uaed in the determination of the capeoityy
or feeding rates, during the testa Included the atop Hatch, a
large trash can, and a beam balance, platforni scale.
To determine the size of the particles of crushed cobS|
a stack of screens was constructed from hardware cloth. The
stack included a l-mesh screen, a S-mesh screen, a S-mesh
screen, a 4-mesh screen, end a pan. A Toledo balance was used
to weigh the particles retained on each screen.
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!^*p©riaentel Procedure
Cobs uaed In the tosts
A supply of oobs «aa obtained for the testa froia oorn
that had been grown at the Ankeny KxperlmentaX Tans In XQ5£.
This oorn had been stored In a orlb and was sheXXed shortXy
before the teats started. The oobs were procured direotXy
from the oorn sheXXer and stored under a roof In tralXers
untlX they were uaed«
The oobs were quite free from husks and ataXka and were
of a Xow moisture content. They contained about 15 pounds of
husks and stelks per ton. The moisture content of the cobs
was found to be an average of 12.8 per cent (wet basis) at the
time of the tests*
Preparation of the maohlne
The wheels of the eornoob processing raachlne were aet
Into shaXXow hoXes dug In the ground, so that the power take*
off shaft would be XeveX. The boot of the Input elevator was
set Into a hoXe of the same depth, so that the angle of the
elevator would not be changed. The machine was In a level
position during the testa.
A spout was placed at the top end of the lower auger
elevator section* The upper section was not used during the
- 54 -
tests; 80 this spout was used to confine the cob p&rticles
discharged by the lower section to a compact stream.
agaohlne adjustments tested
Sixteen combinations of crushing unit and sizing unit
adjustoenta were tested to determine the effect of the crush
ing roller spaoinga and concave settings on power require
ment, product size, end average capacity of the machine.
Tout crushing roller spaciiigs were combined with the four
concave adjustments. The crushing roller sp&cings selected
were 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch, 1 inch, and 1 1/6 Inches. The con
cave adjustments were 100 per cent, 69 per cent, 36 per cent,
and 7 per cent of the maximum lap of the concave teeth and
sizing cylinder teeth. These are the average amounts of over
lap of the three rows of teeth in the concave at the four
settings. Three testa were made in sucoesaion for each of
these combinations.
The combinations of the l/S-inch, 3/4-lnoh, and 1-lnoh
spacings between the crushing rollers with the concave setting
of 100 per cent lap and 7 per cent lap of the teeth were used
in testing the machine for the effect of the feeding rate on
the power requirement and the size of particle. Three tests
at low feeding i-ates end three tests at medium feeding r&tes
were run for each of these combinations of adjustments. The
data for the hl^ feeding rates for these adjustments were
- 55 -
obtained from the tests run to deterrrilne the effect of
machine edjustments on power requlremant*
The testa vhloh were run, along with the schedule of test
nunbers^ are recorded In Tables 22 and 2St Appendix C.
Test procedure
During each test, the cobs were fed Into the machine at
a steady rete. They were dumped into the hopper of the Input
elevator with the mechanical unloading device on the trailers,
and one man regulated the flow of cobs into the elevator with
a scoop shovel* During the testa for the effect of the proc
essing unit and the sizing unit settings on machine perfona-
ance, it was attempted to feed the cobs into the elevator at
the rate which was the xoaxliaum capacity of the machine. T^e
cobs were fed at a sXow rate and a caedium rate during the
tests for the effect of the rate of feed on zaachine perforaanob
Kach test was conducted In the same manner. When the
cobs were flowing steadily through the machine, a signal was
given; and a nan thrust the large can under the spout on the
auger to catch the coba. At this same instant, another man
started the stop watch and engaged the clutch on the recording
chart drive. After a short time, a second signal was given;
and the can wea removed from the stream of cobs. At the in
stant the can left the stream of cobs, the stop watch waa
stopped; and the chart drive clutch was disengaged. Then,
• 56 -
while the ooba were still flowing steadily through the ma
chine, a bucket ma pleoed under the stream of oobs for an
instant to ootch e ropreaentatlve eanple of the portlclea.
The flow of cobs Into the input elevetor was then stopped.
After the mtichine had cleaned out and was running empty, the
clutch was again engaged on the chert drive to establish a
base line for the chart* This, then, completed the test.
After each test, the data were recorded. Hie ntusber
corresponding to the test was written on the chart. The
small sample of ooba was placed In a beg, which was tagged
with the test nuiober* This saciple was later screened to
determine the alze of particles. The large con of crushed
cobs was weighed on the platform scale, and this WGlght was
recorded with the correaponding length of time as determined
by the stop wbtch. In this manner, the data necessary for
the determination of the power consumed, the feeding rate,
and the size of particle were obtained for each test.
Analysis of Beta
Power requirement
Figure 18 shows some of the charts which were n^de by
the racorciing pressure gage during the tests.
The average power required for each run was calculated
from the data recorded by the corresponding chart* The plot
- 57 -
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Figure 16* Samples ot charts made during the tests. The
numbers written on the charts are the test
numbers.
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Of gage readings represented the torque transmitted by the
power teke-off shaft, and the length of the oh&rt represented
the revolutions of the shaft during the teat* The evalu&tlon
of the netin torque and the rate of speed of the shaft gave the
necessary data to detormine the average power consuiBed during
the test*
The nsean torque was evaluated from the plot of pressure
gage readings by use of the c^jllbratlon curve of the torque
Indicator. The niean of the gage readings recorded on each
chart was plotted by eye* The tare gage reading^ irhlch was
recorded while machine was rxmnlng esqity, was subtracted from
the xaean reading to determine the net mean gags reading for
the test. The torque corresponding to this figure on the
calibration curve was then the mean torque required to oper
ate the machine when crushing cobs*
The average speed of the power take-off shaft was deter
mined by the length of each chart and the time required to
produce this length* The distance between the boundaries of
the chart was meaa^jred In inches. This length was multiplied
by 24, the nxmber of revolutions of the power take-off shaft
per inch of chart. The revolutions per minute of the shaft
were then computed by dividing the tine of the run Into this
product*
The average horsepower required to crush the cobs during
each test was then computed by using the mean torque and the
average speed of the power take-off shaft, as it was determined
- 59 -
from the corresponding chort.
The errors In this method of enalyzing the ohtirts were
believed to be Inslgnlfleant. The estimation of the zneun gfige
reading caused very little error, slnoe thore were no major
variations of torque during each test. The determination of
nean torque from the oGllbratlon curve was subject to error,
because the relationship of torque to gage reading was not
constant* The oiu:ve vas ssamed to be a stral^^t line in the
range of the variations of torque during each teat, nince
there were no major vbrlatlons of torque, the error caused by
this easui&ptlon was Inslgnifleant •
The power required to overcome the friction In the mbchlne
was determined by averaging the dlfferancea in tho initial
gage readings and the corresponding tare gage readings for the
tests, ^e average value of torque was then determined froK
the calibration curve, ^e speed of the power take-off shaft
used for the horsepower calculation was 600 rpm.
Feeding rate
The average rate at which the cobs were processed, or
the feeding rate, during each test was detertnlned from the net
weight of the crushed cobs caught in the can and length of
time for the run. T^e net weight, in tons, was divided by the
tine, in hours» to give the rate expressed in tons per hour.
- 60 -
Sizes of the oob portiolea
The sizes of the oob partiolea delivered by the meohine
in eaoh teat were determined by ocreening the smell sample of
coba, which v*08 caught during the tost. The weight of cobs
retelned on each screen and In the pan wea recorded. From
this weight, the per cent of the totcl sample whioh had
peased each screen was calculated*
Result! and DiscussioQ
Power raqulrefBent
Effect of the feodlnR rate on the power reguirenieDt.
Hie effect of the feeding rate on power requirement waa deter
mined for each of the comhlntitlona of the 1/2-inch, the 5/4-
inch, and the l-lnch crushing roller spacings with the oonosTe
settings of 100 per cent and 7 per cent tooth overlap. For
each of these combinations, the horsepower requirenenta were
plotted against the corresponding feeding rates. The msthod
of linear regression was used to find the equation of the line
that would beat fit the plot of points for each combination of
adjustments. The slopes of these linea were the rates at
which the horsepower was changed by the feeding rate.
The data for these graphs are recorded in Tablea 2, 3,
and 4. The graphs are shown in Figures 19, 20, and iil.
The results 3ho«ed that the power requirement waa
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definitely affected by the feeding rete. They further showed
thBt the rete at which the horsepower changed nitli feeding
rate was affected by the adjustroent of the machine. The
crushing roller spacing affected thle rate to a much greater
extent than did the oonoave setting. The difference between
the rate of chenge in power for the oonoave setting of 100 per
cent lap and that of the oonoave setting of 7 per oent lap did
not appear to be algnlfloant for each crushing roller apaolng.
However, there was some sfflall effect produced by the concab
adjustment, because In each case the rate of change In horse
power was decreased when the concave was opened*
The Bunuaary of the effect of the feeding rote on the
power requirement at different machine adjuatmenta la shown
in Table 5.
Table 5
Summary of the Kffecta of the Feeding Rate
on the Power Hequlreioent
Mb chine adjustiaent
Distance between
crushing rollers
Inches
Concave!
aetting
per cent lap
Is changed by the
feeding rate
hp./ton per hour
1/2 100 s.oe
7 2.80
3/4 100 1.79
7 1.64
1 100 1.3B
7 1.14
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The power-feodiag rate relationships for the oonoare
settinga of 69 per cent and 38 per cent l£iPi In ecnablnetlon
with the three crushliig roller spr^cinga, nnd the crushing
roller spacing of 1 1/B inches, In corablnetlon with the four
concave settings, wore not apeciflcGlly deternlned. However,
spot chocks of each of these combinations were made* The
points for the concave settings of 60 per cent and 38 per cent
lap fell lapproximately in the range of the graphs for the
corresponding settinga of 100 per cent end 7 per oent lap.
The power-feeding rate relationship for the 1 l/B-lnch crush
ing roller spacing in conhinetion with the four concave
settlxigs was found to be approximately the same. In the range
that It waa checked, as that for the crushing roller spacing
of 1 inch.
Since the horsepower required to overcome friction in the
machine was not Included in the values of horsepower consumed,
ell the curves of horsepower versus tons per hour should have
started at the origin* The failure of the straight linos to
do so indicated either that the relationships were not consteiit
at the lover values of feeding rate, or that the experimental
errors caused them to be displaced.
t^lffect of the crushlnfi roller sp£icinp:g on the povrer
requirement, The feeding rate varied airong the tests made for
this study. Since it had been found to affect the power
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requirement, it waa necessary to correct the horsepower for
each test to ellminato tho affect of thin variable on the
results. The average feeding rate for the testa in this group
vea fotmd to be about 6 tona por hour* By using the ratea at
which the power requlreiaenta changed with feeding rate for the
varioua machine adjustments, the value of horsepower for each
teat was corrected to correspond to this feeding rate.
Since the crushing unit end sizing unit operate together,
it was neoeasery to aetarmine the effect of the crushing
roller spacings on power requireszont for ench of the concave
settings. This was done by plotting tt.e average corrected
values of horsepower against the corresponding distances between
the crushing rollers for each of the four concave settings.
The four curves then showed how the crushing roller spacings
affected the power requirements, at a feeding rate of 6 tons
per hour, when the concave was set at each of its edjustments*
The data for these cTirves ore recorded in Table 6. Tho
power requireraent-cruahing roller spficing relfitionships are
shown graphically in Figure 22.
•vith the oonc*:ive settings of 100, 69 and 36 per cent lap,
the distances between the crushing rollers were found to affect
the power requiremont in much the same manner that was indi
cated by the crushing tests in the laboratory. The power
requirement was relatively high at the 1/2-inch spacing. As
the distance between the rollers was increased, the power
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Tebla 6
Kffect of the Dlotanoe between the Crushing Rollers on the
Power Requiroment at b Feeding Rnta of 8 Tona/
Hour for tr.0oh Concave Setting.
:mer corrocted for a
Concave Distance between feedinis rf-te of
setting rollers 8 tons/hottc
per cent lap Inches (Average of 3 tests)
H.P.
100 1/2 £3.08
3/4 15.S7
1 1£.45
1 1/0 12.30
69 1/2 £1.84
3/4 lii .87
1 la.81
1 1/8 11.67
38 1/2 21.37
3/4 10.75
X 10.10
1 1/8 9.74
7 1/8 23.13
3/4 14.13
1 10.36
1 1/8 G.20
requirement was decrefiaed quite rapidly. At the 3/*-inoh
spacing, it WAS decreijaed by an average of 10.31 hp. At the
l-inch spacing, the totel decrease was an average of 11.15 hp.
There was vary little difference In the power raqulreiaenta
between the l->lnch and 1 l/e-lnch apaolng.
vith the eonoeve »et at 7 per cent lap, the affect of
the crushing roll spacing was of a different character. The
25
V2 V8
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-•CONCAVE SETTING, 100 /o LAP
CONCAVE SETTING , 697oLAP
^CONCAVE SETTING. 38% LAP
-o CONCAVE SETTING, 7%LAP
74 78
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CRUSHING ROLLERS, IN.
YB
Figure 22, Effect of the distance between the crushing
rollers on the power requirement at a feeding
rate of 8 tons/hour for each concave setting.
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requirement wua relatively high at the l/£-lneh speolng;. Ae
the distance between the rollers was increosed^ it deoretiised
rapidly; but instead of leveling off at the wider spftcin/;, it
continued to drop until at the 1 l/B-inoh spacing the power
requirement had been decreased by 15 hp.
This charaotorlstlo was caused by the size of the
particles vhlch fell fron the crushing rollers into the sizing
unit* iTith the ooncave at 7 per cent lap, there vas very
little overlap betvoen the oonoave teeth and the sizing
cylinder teeth* When the orushing rollers were spaoed 1/S
inch aparty they broke the cobs into relatively small partioJes
and dropped them into the sizing unit. Hiese aoall particles
could not be cleaned from between the teeth; and^ as a result,
they acted aa e brake on the sizing cylinder and caused the
poser requirement to be high. As the crushing rollers were
spaced further aptrt, the cobs were not crushed as finely, so
the sizing cylinder could better clean them from the sizing
unit* This, along with the normal effect of the orushing
roller apacings, produced the peculiar characteristic of the
curve for the concave setting of 7 per cent lap.
Effect of the conoavo settings on the power requirenent*
The effect of the concave settings on the power requirement
was deternsined in the seir;© Eicnner that the effect of the
orushing roller spt^clngs was determined. The data were the
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saa« aa that used In the letter study, but wero rearranged to
show the effect of the concave settln£;s on the power requiro-
Bent. The valiies of average corrected horsepower were plotted
against the corresponding concave aettlngs for each of the
four crushing roller spnclngs.
The data for this study are shown In Table 7, and the
corresponding power requirement-concave setting relationships
are shown graphically in Figure £3*
Table 7
Effect of the Concave Settings on the Power Require
ment at a Feeding Rate of 8 Tons/Kour for
Each Crushing Roller Spacing.
Pistanoe between
rollers
Inches
Concave
setting
per cent lap
Power corrected for a
feeding rate of
8 tons/hour
(Average of 3 tests)
E.p.
1/2 100 S3.08
69 HI .84
38 SI.37
7 23.13
3/4 100 15.27
69 12.87
38 10.75
7 14.13
1 100 1^.45
69 12.61
38 10.10
7 10.36
1 1/8 100 12.30
69 11.67
38 9.74
7 8.20
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-•1/2 IN. BETWEEN THE CRUSHING ROLLERS
-o3/4 in. between the CRUSHING ROLLERS
-XI IN. BETWEEN THE CRUSHING ROLLERS
IN, BETWEEN THE CRUSHING ROLLERS
100 69 38
CONCAVE SETTING, % LAP OF TEETH
Figure 23. Effect of the ooncave settings on the power
requirement at a feeding rate of 8 tons/hour
for each crushing roller spacing.
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The resxxlts showed that these relstionahlps yarled some-
whet with the crushing roller spacings. 7ith the 1/2-lnch
distance between the erushine rollers the power requirement
was affected very little by the conceTe setting. It was de
creased by less than 2 hp. from the 100 per cent lap to the 7
per cent lap« When the crushing rollers were spaced 3/4 inch
apart, the effect of the concave settings was the greatest,
but the same pattern was followed for this spacing that was
followed for the 1/2-lnch spacing of the rollers. At the
spacing of 3/4 Inch, the power requirement was decreased by
4.5 hp. when the concave was adjusted from 100 per cent to 36
per cent overlap, it was increased by 3.4 hp. from 36 per
cent to 7 per cent lap. There was very little difference in
the effect of the concave adjustments on the power require
ment between the l-inch and the 1 l/B-inch spaolng of the
crushing rollers* For both of these, the power requirement
was affected very little by changing the concave setting from
100 per cent to 69 per cent lap. it decreased about 2 hp.
when the concave setting was changed from 69 per cent to 38
per cent. There was little change in horsepower from the
setting of 38 per cent to the setting of 7 per cent lap. ^^e
increase in the power requirement et the 7 per cent setting,
which was indicated by the effect of the crushing roller
spacings on power requirement, was evident in these results.
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Sffect of molaturs content on the power requirement.
Limited teats were made with oobs of different moisture con
tents to check the effect of this varieble on the power re
quirement of the raachine. 'Hieae teats showed, ea did the
laborotory teats, thfit the cobs of higher moiatiire content
required leaa power to cruah them. The few tests made showed
that from 3 hp* to 5 hp» lees was needed to crush oobs at 22
per cent (wet baaia) luolature than was required for oobs at
17 per cent (net baaia) moisture.
Range of power requlrementa. Table 8 ahovs the power
required at the maximum feeding rate for each combination of
machine adjustments tested* f':aoh feeding r&te shown la the
maximum rate at which the ooba were processed during the
three teats of each combinetion.
The power requirement ranged from 26.SO hp. to 6.91 hp.
for the maximum feeding riutee. At the feeding rate of 6 tons/
hour, the average corrected power was found to range from
23.08 hp. to 8*20 hp* In each caae, the moat power was re
quired for the machine adjustment of 1/2 Inch between the
crushing rollers with concave setting of 100 per cent lap;
and the least power was required for the cci^^instion of 1 1/8
inches between the rollers with the concave setting of 7 per
cent lap.
The power required to overcome friction in the machine
was not included in the above figures for the power require-
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Table 6
maximum Crushing Rate end the Horsepower Required for
Ksch Coznblnatlon of Blochlxie Adjustments
Sgaohlne setting
DlBtcnce be-
tween oruaH-
^Sezlmum rate
at which oobs
were processed
Inff rollers a^vvxue
pel* cent lap ton/hour
power required
ct thlB rate
(Does not Include
friction hp.)®
1/2 100 8.97 26.58
69 8.69 25.38
38 9.18 23.71
7 7.86 22.78
3/4 100 11.IS 20.55
69 11.44 18.11
38 10.74 13.60
7 8.89 14.84
1 100 7.68 12.45
69 7.75 12.62
38 7.57 10.36
7 7.29 8.76
1 1/8 100 9.46 13.63
69 8.40 11.80
38 8.17 9.62
7 8.93 8.91
^Powor required to overcome machine friction Is I.IB hp*
ment. The average friction power was 1,12 hp.
The change of power requirement for the machine ranged
from 2.08 hp.-br. per ton of oobs to 1.14 hp.-hr. per ton.
These values were determined by the linear regression of the
plots of horsepower against feeding rate for the various
combinations of adjustments.
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Capaolty
The maximum feeding r&tea, shown in Tobla G, waro noli
neoesaarily tha maximum oapaoitiea of the nLgohine* the
maximum oapaolty of the xuaohlne for each of the oomblnationa
of adjuetsienta eould not be doterralned by the methods used in
the testa* At the adjustments set to deXlver relatively
ooerae pBrticles (X Inch &nd 1 1/6 inches betvveeu the rollers
coTQblned with the eoncsva settings of 38 per cent eind 7 per
cent lap), the aws«r Glovator controlled the capacity of the
machine* If thn ooba were fed too f&st, the ouger J&med with
cobs* At thcae adjuatiaQnts of the machine, an attempt weis
made to feed the cobs into ths machine at a r^te which the
auger could handle without plugging. It could not be deter
mined whether this rate was actually the inexlmum caj^city of
the auger elevator. It was noted that the auger had a greater
capacity for the finer partlclea then it did for the coarse
ones.
The crushing rollers controlled the capecity when the
machine was aajusted to deliver finer particles (1/2 inch and
3/4 inch between the rollers combined with the conctive settings
of 100 per cent and 69 par cent lep). At these settings, if
the cobs were fed into the machine at a rate uihich w&s greater
than the capccity of the raachino, they would overflow the
hopper over the crushing rollers aad ocoaaionally bridge over
the rollers.
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Size of perticles
Kffect of the feeding rate on the size of the pertloleg.
The effect of the feeding rote on the size of the particles
mes Qiao deterrained for each of the comblnr.ticns of the 1/2-
inch, the 2/4-lnch, r^nd the 1-inoh oruahlng roller ap&cings
vlth the oonoave settings of 100 per oent and 7 per oent lap.
For each of these coBiblnfitlons, the percentages of the
particles which passed the l-assh screen and the 2*&eah
screen, were plotted against the corresponding feeding rates*
The method of linear regression was used to find the equation
of the line that best fit the plot of points for each screen
size at each machine adjustment* Ihe slopes of these lines
were the rates at which the percentages of particles which
passed the screens were changed by the feeding rate.
The data for these graphs are recorded in Tables 9^ 10,
and 11. The ^^xaphs are shown in Figures 24^ and 26.
The results showed that the percentages of the particles
which passed the l-?sesh and the 2-mesh screens were not
significantly changed by the feeding rate at any of the
machine adjustraents* The sliglit degree of elope in each of
the lines was attributed to experimental error.
A very small percentage of the cob particles passed the
3-mesh and the 4*mesh soreens, conset,ju6ntly the effect of the
feeding rate on these sizes of particles was not shown graphi
cally* The data showed that the feeding rate did not affect
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the amounts of these sizes of partloXea*
Effect of the crushing roilsr ep£.clngs on the size of
pertlcles, The effect of the distance between the crushing
rollers on the elze of particles nes determined for each con-
oeYe setting. For eech of the four settings, the percentages
of the particles which passed the l-mesh screen and the S-mesh
screen were plotted against tho oorrespondine crushing roller
spaclngs. The resulting ourvos showed how the crushing roller
spacings affected the percentages of the particles which pass
ed each of the two screen at each concave Gdjustment.
The data for these curves are recorded In Table 12, and
the curves are shown In Figure £7*
The results showed that for the concave settings of 100
per cent and 60 per cent lap, the percentages of partloles
which passed the l^esh screen were affected in the aaise oan-
ner by the crushing roller spacings. At the 1/2-lnch spacing,
the cobs were crushed finely enough, so that virtually all of
them passed through the l-mesh screen. At the 3/4-inch
distance between the crushing rollers, about 08 per cent of
the particles, by weight, passed the l-mesh i^creen; end at
the wider spacings, about 55 per cent of them passed the
screen.
This same particle size-crushing roller speclng relation
ship was true for the concave settings of 38 per cent end 7
per cent lap froxa the l/E-inch epaclng to the 3/4-inch spaciz^.
- 67 •
Table 12
['Jffeot of the Distance betweon the Crushing Rollers on the
Slzds of Particles at Each Concave Setting.
Concave
setting
per cent lap
100
69
36
Diotence
between
rollers
inches
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/B
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/8
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/8
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/6
Per cent ot* particles passed
screens
Average of 5 tests)
. .-mesh
9ti.O
66.4
71.5
57.6
100.0
67.5
71.7
52.6
100.0
&1.4
57.8
47.1
97.0
85.1
46.6
25.1
s-mesh
i^l.O
7.2
5.7
5.9
16.2
4.9
4.1
4.1
17.5
4.6
3.0
3.7
15.5
3.1
2.4
1.7
but at the wider spacings, the amount of particles which passed
the 1-mesh screen decreased quickly. At the 1-inch spacing,
56 per cent of the particles passed the screen at the concave
setting of 38 per cent lap, and 46 per cent passed it at the
concave setting of 7 per cent lap. This percentage dropped to
47 and 25 per cent, respectively, at the 1 1/8-inoh specing of
the rollers.
The effect of the cruahlii^ roller apuclng on the percent
age of particles which passed the 2-mo3h screen was the same
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- MESH SCREEN
-•CONCAVE SETTINGJOO®/
-A CONCAVE SETTING
LAP
LAP
^CONCAVE SETTING, 38% LAP
-oCONCAVE SETTING
2-MESH SCREEN
72 V8 ^/4 '/8
DISTANCE BETWEEN CRUSHING ROLLERS, IN
I 78
Figure 27* Effect of the distance between the crushing
rollers on the size of particles at each
concave setting.
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for all four of the ooncavo settings. An average of 18 per
cent of the partloXas passed the screen at the l/S-lnch
spacing. This dropped to an avarago of 4 per cent at the 3/4-
inch spaaing and renained virtually the same from the 3/4-inoh
to the 1 1/8-lnch spacing.
%e dlfferenoe between the affects of the roller spscingi
on the amount of particles viiloh passed the l<»raesh soreen^ at
the conoave settings of 100 and 69 per cent lap and the effects
at the concave settings of 38 and 7 per cent lap was csuaed by
the screening characteristics of the cobs. The quarters of
cobs passed through the l-mesh screen, even if they were much
longer than 1 Inch; they passed through on end when the screen
was shaken anou^jh. 'Vliole cobs would not pose through the 1-
meah screen^ even if they were shorter then 1 Inch. Therefore,
the percentages of pc^rtlcles which passed the l-mesh screen
actually represented all the cobs that were at least quartered
by the machine. The difference In the effects of the crushing
rollers on the slsea of particles was the greatest at the 1-
Inch and the 1 1/8-lnch spaclngs. At thf^se ^pacings, most of
the coba puased through the rollers without bfrlng quartered.
The concave quartered and broke mcny of these whole cobs when
it w.?3 set at the 100 and 6^ per cent poBltions; but when It
wes opened wider. It broke fewer of the cobs.
The effect of the roller spnclng on the amount of parti
cles which passed the S-mesh screen was related quite closely
to the effect of the spacings on power requirement*
- 90 -
greater amount of finer pertlciea required more power. Like
the po=;,or requlrsiseut, tho emount of pfirticles which pasaed
tills screen did not change very much as the rollers wore
opened from the ;!^/4-lnoh to the 1 l/B-lnoh spacing.
The results found In this study did not coincide with
those found In the laboratory tests* In the Isboratoryy It
was found that all the cobs quartered at about 0.75 Inoh
when they were compressed Ifiterally; but they did not break
any more upon forthex compression. The r-^sulta of the tests
with the machine showed thet the cobs were broken flnor et
crushing roller spaclnga loss then 3/4 Inch. This contra
diction wtis cftutied by the manner in which the cobs were
quartered by the rollers. The speed differential between the
rollers oaused them to have a shredding action on the cobs.
This shredding action broke the cobs Into finer particles et
the smaller spaelnge of the rollers.
Tho percentages of the pertlclea iftiich pessed the 3-mesh
and tho 4-meah screen wore insignificant. Consequently, the
effects of the machine adjustments on the amounts of these
particles wore not determined.
affect of the ooucave settings on the alze of partloloa.
The effect of tho concave settings on the size of particles
was analyzed in the stuno manner that the effect of tho crush
ing roller spaolnge was detomlned. Tho date were tho same aa
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that used In the letter study, but were reorrBnged to show the
effects of the concave settings on the size of particles. The
peroentagos of the particles which passed the l-mesh snd the
2-mesh screen were plotted agolast the corresponding concave
settings for each of the four roller apacings*
The data for these curves are recorded In Tatle 13, and
the curTaa are ahown in Figure 26«
As indicated in the preceding section, the ooncava
settings had very little effect on the percentagea of partidsa
Table 13
Kffeot of the Concave riettlngs on the 3lzea of Pcrtlclea
at Each Crushing Roller Spacing.
Distance be* Concave
tween rollers setting
inches per cent I9
Per cent of particles passed
Avere^e of 3 tests
soreens
l-mesh ii-iaesh
1/2 100 96.0 21.0
69 100.0 18.2
38 100.0 17.6
7 97.0 15.5
3/4 100 66.4 7.2
69 67.5 4,9
38 81.4 4.6
7 85.1 3.1
1 100 71.5 5,7
69 71.7 4.1
36 57.8 3.0
7 46.6 2.4
1 1/8 100 57.6 5.9
69 52.6 4.1
38 47.1 3.7
7 25.1 1.7
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Effect of the conoave settings on the size of
particles at each crushing roller spacing*
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which passed the l*niesh screen when the crushing rollers were
spaced 1/2 Inch end 3/4 Inch apart; but the effect was greater
when the distance between the rollers was greater* This
showed that the concave reduced soae of the whole cobs which
fell from the wlde-spooed crushing rollers.
The effect of the conoave settings on the sise of parti
cles was actually greater than was inciicated by this graph,
hen the particles were screened, it was noted that they were
much azsaller in the samples obtained when the concave was set
at 100 end 69 per cent lap. At the 1/2-lnoh and the 3/4-inch
spacings, however, praotloally all of the cobs were broken
into qxierters; and these quarters passed through the l-mesh
screen, whether they were short or long. At the 1-inch and
the 1 l/S—inch spacings, most of the cobs passed through the
crushing rollera whole; snd the whole oob would not peas the
l-jnesh screen, oven if it waa shorter than 1 inch. Therefore,
in Of.ch case, the effect of the concave settings on this size
of pertiole was not completely determined by screening the
eamples of particles.
The effect of the concave settings on the percenteges of
particles which paesed the S-mesh screen was very slight, al
though there was an Increase in the amount of particles which
passed this screen whan the concevQ wen closed. This effect
was the same for each crushintj roller apaclng.
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Range of the size of partlolas delivered by the znachlne.
The percentagee, by weight, of the semplee which pessed each
screen ware found to vary with the maohlne adjuataenta. The
amount of particles which pnosed the 1-meah screen ranged from
XOO to ;^S.X per cent of the total weight of the aemple. T^e
amount which peaaed the fi-mesh acreen varied from 21,0 to 1.7
per cent. The percentages of the sample which passed the 3-
meah end the 4*mesh screen were of very little significance*
The amounts which passed these ranged from 5.7 to 0.9 per cent
and from 3.7 to 0.7 per cent, respectively. Koat of the
material which passed the 4-mooh screen was chaff.
Figures 29 and 30 ahow samples of crushed cobs delivered
by the machine.
Interpretation of the Reaulta
Thia study showed that certain adjuatraenta of the cruah-
ing rollera and alzing unit resulted In better performance of
the machine than other edjuatmenta. From the results of this
study, the moat deairtible spfacing between the crushing rollera
and the most desirabla concave settln.^ for crushing cobs wes
determined.
The results of the tests showed that the 3/4—inch spacing
between the crushing rollers gave the best perfonaance In
terma of the power required to crush the coba to peaa a l-aeah
acreen. aaaller apaclngs than 3/4 inch reaulted in e much
- 95 -
Figure 89* Samples of the product delivered by the
machine. (Left) Roller spacing 1/2 inch
and concave setting of 100 per cent lap.
(Right) Roller spacing 1/2 inch and con
cave setting of 7 per cent lap*
Figure 20. Samples of the product delivered by the
machine. (Left) Roller spacing 3/4 inch
and concave setting of 100 per cent lap.
(Right) Roller spacing 1 inch and concave
setting of 7 per cent lap.
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higher power roquiroment end not much more reduction of the
cobs. For oxemple, the power requirement was Inorefised by en
average of 69 per cent when the distance between tho rollera
waa Changed from 3/4 to 1/2 Inch, but the amount of pe:'tides
which pasaecl the 1-mesh screen was increased by ©n average of
only 15 per cent. The amount of particles which pesaed the 2-
meah screen was Increased by 240 per cent, but such a rela
tively small amount of the particles passed this screen thet
this figure Is not significnnt* Larger apncings than 3/4
Inch betwoen the crushing rollers did not change the power
requirement to any fjreat extent, but at the wider specinga
the cobs jvere not broken up as much. For exfimple, the power
required to crush the cobs was decreased by an average of
only 11 *5 par cent when the spacing between the rollers wfis
increased fro» 3/^ Inch to 1 inch and 1 1/6 inch; but at the
1-lnch spacing, an average of 29 per cent lesa particles
passed the 1-zaesh screen and at the 1 X/B-lnch spacing, en
average of 46 per cent less particles passed the l*mesh
screen* These results Indicated that the 3/4-inoh spacing was
the most desirable from the standpoint of power requireiaent in
relation to particle size. Phe cnpecity of the machine was
indicated to be greater at this spacing, also.
The results of the teats did not indicate the most desir
able concave setting as clearly# For the 3/4-inch spacing of
the crushing rollers, the ooncave setting of 38 per oent lap
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Of the teeth resulted In the leest power required to crush the
ooba. For thia roXXer spacing the results Indiooted th&t the
concave setting had very little effect on the amount of
particles that passed the 1-mesh screen; however it was noted
that the setting of 100 per cent lap broke the quartered cobs
into shorter lengths. The concave setting of 100 per cent
Tf iUired 4 hp, more than the setting of 36 per cent lep» l>ut,
since it resulted in finer partiolesi it was the best concave
setting to use for crushing cobs with this zaeohine.
The combination of adjustments that resulted in the i^oat
desirable performance, then, was the 3/4-inoh spacing between
the rollers and a concave setting of 100 per cent overlap of
the teeth in the sizing unit. The capticity of the machine at
this adjustment was 11.12 tons per hour at a power requirement
of 20.55 hp., plus 1.12 hp. to overcome the friction in the
machine. At thia adjustment, G7 per cent of the particles
pass the l-mesh screen and 5 per cent pass the S-meeh screen.
The crushed cobs delivered by the zaaohine at this adjust
ment can be used for poultry litter, muloh, and the manufacture
of furfural. The laaohine can also be used at this adjustment
to semi-proceaa cobs before they are ground finer for other
purposes. There is o possibility that the machine can be
uaea to process other materiels. Ear corn, for instance,
might be broken up by it.
If used only for crushing cobs, this machine is not
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practical as a standard piece of equipment for the farm.
Corncob prices ere relatively low, about 42 per ton of whole
cobs, and moot feraie do not produce many cobs* One hundred
acres of corn, at a yield of 5C bushels per acre, would
produce 35 tona of cobs, which represent about $70 worth of
ra« product* This amount of oobs could be crushed in 3 or 4
hours, and then the machine isould be idle for the rest of the
year* The machine is ostimated to ooat ^7&, so the invest
ment for a small Taluo of product vfould be quite large. How
ever, smaller machines of this type, with less capacity and
lower cost, laay be practical for individual farrcs.
This machine is more adapted for use as a custom operated
unit* It could be included as part of the equipraent with a
custom operated oorn sheller. The oobs can be crushed as they
flow from the sheller, and no handling of them would be neces
sary* In areas where ear oorn is sold to the elevators, ma
chines like this could be installed at the elevators to crush
the cobs Mhen the oorn la shelled. It could also be used in
commercial grinding plants which i^rind large amounts of oobs
each year. Tlie Qconomloal justification of the maohine is
possible only when it is used to process large tonnages of
cobs*
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SUOGKSTIONS FOR lURlHER WWl
1* Additional tests should be conducted to better
establish the crushing, breaking, and moisture absorption
charaoterlatlcs of oornoobs.
2« Tests should be conducted to determine the most
efficient method of reducing cobs to certain sizes,
3. The relative performance of the crushing unit and
the sizing unit of the corncob processing smchine should be
ev&luQted by determining the follonlng:
a. Rate of power requirements of eeoh unit at the
various comblnetions of odjustments*
b. Ai&ount of reduction that takes place in each unit
at its various adjustments,
4# Different relative speeds between the crushing roll
ers should be compared as to tholr effect on power requirement,
capacity, and size of particles delivered,
5. Different astounts of teeth In the sizing unit should
be compered as to their effect on power requirement, capacity,
and size of particle delivered.
6. The performance of other types of cob crushers should
be evaluated and compared nith the performance of this raachlne,
?• Other types of conveying aeohanisms should be tried
for removing the crushed cobs from the maohlno*
6, A etudy should be inade of the economics of corncob
processing machines.
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9. Other uses for the maohixM, suob as crushing ear
oorn» should be found.
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CONCLUSIONS
1, The oornooh prooesslng machine, with the exception of
the auger elevator, operated satisfactorily.
2. Tho auger elevator did not operate satiafactorlly
because husks ??rapped around the auger blade at the break in
the auger.
3- To quarter complately ell cobs of the type tested,
with a minimim of force, the distance between the crushing
members was 3/4 inch.
4. The maximuia force required to quarter the cobs
completely, when they contained an average of 10.6 per cent
(wet basis) moisture, ranged from 460 to 940 pounds; and when
they contained an average of 45.0 per cent {wet basis)
moisture the maximum force ranged from 120 to 410 pounds,
5. The force required to break cobs of the type tested
(at 10.6 per cent moisture), when loaded at the center of a
2-inch span, was an average of 250 pounds less for quartered
cobs than it was for whole cobs.
6. The water absorption characteristics of cob particles
were affected by the surface area-volume relationship of the
particles.
7. Water was absorbed faster, and relatively more of It
was absorbed, by particles which had large surface areas in
relation to their voliune.
8. Excessive forces were induced in the machine when it
- lOfi -
was opareted vlth the crushing rollers spaced lesa than X/2
inch apart.
9. The power required to oruah cobs with the corncob
processing loachine wqs dependent upon the rnte at whloh the
cobs were fed Into the rofichlne und the adjustment of the
processing units*
10. ?or the type of cobs tested, with em average moisture
content of X2.8 per oent (wet basis), a one ton per hour change
in the feeding rate resulted In the following changes of power
requirement*.
a. For the 1/2-lnoh spacing of the rollers, the change
was 3.08 hp. and 2.00 hp. at the oonccve settings of
100 per cent and 7 par cent lap of the teeth,
respectively*
b. For the 3/4-'inch spacing of the rollers, the change
was 1«79 hp. end 1*64 hp* at the concave settings of
100 per cent end 7 per cent lap of the teeth,
respectively*
o* For the 1-lneh spacing of the rollers, the change vae
1*38 hp. and 1*14 hp. at the concave eettixigs of 100
per cent and 7 per oent lap of the teeth, respectively.
11. The rate at which cobs are fed into the nstohine did
not significantly affect the particle size delivored,
12. For the type of cobs tested, with an average moisture
content of 1S*8 per oent wet basis, the performance of the
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machine waa as follows for the oomhlnations of maohlntt adjust*
mants tested:
e. The capeoity of the machine ranged from 11.44 tons
per hour to 7.29 tons per hoiir, depending on the
machine adjustment*
b. The power required to crush the cobs at this cepecity
ranged from £7.70 hp. to 9.06 hp.
0. The size of particles delivered ranged from: 100 per
cent I by weight» to 25.1 per cent passing the l^msah
screen; 21*0 to 1«7 per cent passing the S^aesh
screen; &»7 to 0.9 per cent passing the S-mesh soreec;
and 3.7 to 0.7 per cent passing the 4oinesh screen, ell
depending on the machine adjustment*
13. The combination of machine adjustments which resulted
In minimum power requirement, high cepecity, and a product
size predominantly passing a l-mesh screen was the 3/4 Inch
spacing between the crushing rollers with the concave setting
of 100 per cent lap of the teeth.
14. This machine Is more adapted for custoia use than It
Is for individual farm use*
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mnmm
Leat year, £3,147,145 tons of corncobs were produced on
United States farms* Beoeuse of some desirable pbyaloal and
chemical properties of this residue, It has rcany uses In
Industry as well as on the furm.
The utilization of corncobs requires that they be proc
essed to certain degrees of fineness. In an nttenpt to meet
the need for an eoonomloal and satisfactory method of crushing
coba, an experimental corncob processing machine was designed
and built at State College by the Agricultural Kngineer-
ing 436 olaes*
The objectives of the present study were:
1. To conpleto the corncob proeeaslng mr^ofclno and
develop it for satisfactory operation.
2. To Inv^fitigate sorae of the phyalcRl oharQctorlP-tlca
of corncobs relative to the method by which they ere
processed by the corncob processing machlno*
3. To teat end evaluate the performance of the corncob
processing machine.
Laboratory teat with cobs Indicated that the distance
between the crushing members should be 0.75 inch to quarter
them completely with a minimum force. ITurthar tests showed
that quartered cobs broke wltii an average of 250 pounds leas
force than «aa required for whole cobs when they were loaded
at the center of a S-inch span. Other laboratory teats showed
. X05 *
that the xoolsture absorption rate arid holding oapaolty vas
greatest for particles which had a large surface with respect
to their volume.
After minor design changes were made on the nachine to
insure its satisfactory operation, the performanco of the
machine wae tested* The change In power requirement ranged
from 3.06 hp.-hour per ton at the 1/2-inch spaoing of the
orushing rollera, combined with the concave setting of 100
per cent lap of the teeth, to 1.14 hp.-hour per ton at the 1-
inch spacing of the rollers, combined with the concave setting
of 7 per cent lap. The cepacity of the aaohine ranged from
11.44 tons per hour to 7,29 tons per hour depending on the
machine adjuetments# The power requirement at these capaci
ties ranged from 27*70 hp. to 9.68 hp. The size of particles
delivered by the machine ranged from: 100 per cent, by
weight, to 25«1 per cent passing the l-iaash screen; 21.0 to
1«7 per cent passing the a-mesh screen; 5*7 to 0.9 per cent
passing the 3-mesh screen; and 3.7 to 0*7 per cent passing the
4-mesh screen. The setting of 3/4 Inch between the rollers
combined with the 100 per cent lap of the concave teeth gave
the most desirable performance In terns of particle size,
power requlreirient, end cepacity.
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Table 14
Calouleted Data Sheet
Foroe end Distnnoe of Compression
to ;ufirter 3-^Inch Lengths of
Cobs
AYerage iiijoleture Content s 10.6 Gont (Wet Bnsla)
Distance between
Specimen the crushing Load
number plates pounds
Inches
1 1.135 0
1.095 64
1.055 149
1.006 ^84
0.955 589
0.901 695
0.662 605
0.609 376
0.766 437
0.745 400
0.711 574
0.649 1,036
0.616 1,502
0.591 1,943
£ 1.140 0
1.058 60
1.047 199
0.991 435
0.935 619
0.901 832
0.659 404
0.799 446
0.749 556
0.696 927
0.662 1,415
0.639 1,812
0.630 1,998
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Table 14 (Continued)
Dlstanod between
Specimen the crushing Load
number pleites pounds
inohea
1.0&9 0
1.0S9 61
1.025 144
1.011 S21
0.996 HBO
0.98S 358
0.972 436
0.955 671
0.944 641
0.934 615
0.919 668
0.897 630
0.876 622
0.652 550
0.624 468
0.803 463
0.776 462
0.759 464
0.739 540
0.698 707
0.671 964
0.642 1»334
0.619 1,709
0.597 1,953
0.996 0
0.966 190
0.942 360
0.927 450
0.906 466
0.885 402
0.657 392
0.627 290
0.609 261
0.764 266
- 112 -
Table 14 (Continued)
Dlotance betvieen
Speoimen the crushing Load
number platea pounds
inohee
5 1.007 0
0.956 299
0,924 ;398
0.869 520
0.669 645
0.650 651
0.834 664
0.019 658
0.799 G45
0.769 476
0.751 452
0.731 406
0.708 447
0.G91 510
0.671 551
0.654 655
0.034 897
0.620 1,084
0.598 1,332
0.582 1,598
0.575 1,915
6 1.074 0
1.071 12
1.020 184
1.007 288
0.966 550
0.941 753
0.919 949
0.900 b4e
0.871 Q64
0.836 632
0.819 497
0.799 482
0.773 564
0.742 610
- X13 -
Table 14 (Continued)
Distance between
f^peolmdXL the crushing Load
number plates pounds
inches
0.714 1,071
0,675 1,474
0.670 1,824
0.66S 1,997
7 1.020 0
0«dB9 29
0.935 121
0.&5& 396
0.639 459
0.831 440
O.bU 426
0.796 355
0.769 302
0.7S2 303
0.683 396
0.659 476
0.601 672
0.569 1,277
0.557 1,676
0.537 2,009
e 1.164 0
1.146 38
1.066 291
1.029 473
1.010 596
0.962 693
0.967 769
0.945 713
0.939 707
0.919 791
0.900 592
0.886 528
0.649 549
0.612 637
0.791 697
- 114 -
Table 14 (Continued)
])i3t\noe' fcetwesn
3peolmaa the oruahing Load
nuzBber pistes pounds
Inches
0.774 660
0.744 964
0.719 1,166
0,700 1,355
0.690 1,600
0.674 1,738
0.665 8,004
- U5 -
Table 15
Calculated Dete 3heet
Foroe and DlRtanoe of Conpresslon to
quarter 3-lnch Lengths of Cobs
Average ^^olsture Content - 45.0 Per Cent (//et BgoIs)
Hun
number
Distance between
the plates
inches
Load
pounda
1 1.169 0
1,086 19
1.040 38
1.000 80
0.954 174
0.921 1«8
0.690 164
0.854 190
0.821 2Q0
0.766 £20
0.756 SfiS
0.7S2 242
0.674 302
0.646 410
0.598 673
0.568 887
0.552 1,058
Z i.ies 0
1.099 11
1.040 46
0.957 104
0.903 112
0.857 112
0.6H3 122
0.768 151
0.696 225
0.605 374
0.554 588
0.521 668
- X16 -
Table 15 (Continued)
Hun
number
Distance between
tlio plates
Inches
LOQd
pounds
3 1,240 0
X.SOO 7
1.115 16
1.023 96
0.956 210
0.936 240
0.885 215
0.C23 £15
0.752 208
0.688 353
0.639 595
0.607 826
0.565 980
0.551 1.260
4 1.153 0
0.971 389
0.853 272
0.791 206
0.758 233
0.703 466
0.658 710
0.618 1,077
0.569 1,370
S 1.136 0
1.073 36
0.975 155
0.94S 264
0.861 333
0.013 334
0.790 301
0.747 337
0.685 550
0.626 910
0.598 1,150
0.572 1,445
- X17 -
Table 15 (Continued)
Hun
number
Dli^tanee between
the plGtes
Inohea
Load
pounds
C 1.105 0
1.032 39
0.930 132
0.&34 272
0.7d2 212
0.747 190
0.672 216
0.619 430
0.562 736
0.526 1.008
U.492 1.419
7 l.a47 0
1.^258 18
1.068 60
0.^^8 140
0.942 213
o.b99 222
U.b78 195
0.8^6 184
0.753 885
0.708 489
0.624 1,065
0.566 1.450
Q 1.250 0
1.137 112
0.962 249
0.929 170
0.625 234
0.753 540
U.724 470
0.673 825
0.630 1.253
0.596 1.623
- 1X8 -
Table 16
Calculated Data ^heet
Force end Deflection Required to Break a i uartered Cob
Vhen Loaded at the Center of a 2-Inoh Span
Average i^olsture Content s 10.6 !Par Cent (Wet BbsIb)
Kun Dlsplacament ].oad
number inches pounds
1 0.000 0
0,032 10
0.094 27
0.162 30
0.204 33
0.232 32
0.266 24
0.353 8
0.434 7
2 0.000 0
0.053 17
0.092 £2
0.140 31
0.224 34
0.295 29
0.312 23
0.333 11
0.406 6
3 0.000 0
0.073 23
0.123 38
0.201 47
0.260 36
0.285 31
0.324 13
0.405 6
4 0.000 0
0.110 32
0.176 50
0.214 56
0.257 54
- 119 -
Tabla 16 (Continued)
Run DlspXhOement Load
number Inches pounds
0.£79 49
0.334 24
0.373 14
0.373 14
0.394 15
0.449 14
0.478 9
5 0.000 0
0.085 19
0.188 41
0.&97 40
0.336 £5
0.412 18
0.515 8
- 120 -
Teble 17
Calculated Data Sheet
Force and Defleotlon Required to Break a Whole Cob When
Loaded at the Center of a S-Inoh Span
Ayerage Uoistxtre Content z 10.6 Per Oent (^et Baala)
Run Dlaplfioenent Force
nuoiber inches pounds
1 0.000 0
0.125 171
0.161 228
0.184 266
2 O.OOO 0
0.0&4 28
0.131 79
0.199 235
0.230 314
0.262 376
0.260 410
3 0.000 0
0.096 52
0.170 146
0.203 210
0.22S 262
0.252 316
0.278 356
4 0.000 0
0.051 37
0.122 98
0.156 136
o.iei 155
- 121 -
Table 18
D&te Sheet
Moisture Absorption Rote of Three Typos of Cob Furtl-
olea -Then Submerged in '.'ater
Gross weight of oob 0 during moisture e baorptlon (gm.)
Tina
2 inch quar 2 inch 174 InoF
tered cobs whole oobs" whole coba®
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 1 nai^le 2 Sanple 1 nanple 2
2:40 p.m. 151 166 180 250 79 77
2:46 164 207 194 273 66 66
2:52 168 208 ;90 268 92 89
2:56 168 211 192 269 92 91
3:04 169 212 192 270 94 91
3:10 169 213 192 269 94 93
3:25 169 216 194 271 95 97
3:40 170 216 194 270 97 97
4:10 175 219 195 275 100 97
4:40 176 221 193 277 103 101
S:10 179 223 195 279 105 102
5:40 161 226 196 279 105 105
6:40 163 230 199 261 110 108
6:40 190 237 202 288 118 115
10:40 195 243 205 296 118 117
12:40 a.m. 196 250 £07 295 122 117
2:40 200 256 210 296 124 122
6:40 204 262 213 302 1J36 125
2:40 p.m. 205 274 217 307 129 130
6:40 211 282 221 314 134 134
7:40 a .m. 216 286 226 321 139 136
2:40 p.m. 214 283 £26 315 136 133
6:40 216 288 228 319 139 136
9:40 a.m. 217 288 229 320 140 136
'^Dry weight of quartered cobs: Sample l^ 46 gm.; Sample
2| 70 gm*
Dry weight of Z inch whole oobs: sample 1, 46 gm.;
Sample 70 gm»
®Dry weight of 1/4 Inch whole oobs: Sample 1, 46 gm.;
Sample 2^ 49 gm«
- 122 -
Table 10
Calculated Dete Sheet
Moisture Absorption Kate of Three Types of Cob Parti
cles hen iiubmerged in '^eter
Vfiter tibsorbeci by oobs in per cent of dry weight of
oobs
hours Z inch quar- 2 inoil 1/4 inch
tered coba wiiole coba whole cobs
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 1 sample 2 Sample 1 ;"fixnple 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 28.3 27.1 30,4 32.9 19.6 20.0
0.2 37.0 28.6 21.7 25.7 28.3 26.7
O.Z 37.0 32.9 26.1 27.1 28.3 31.1
0.4 39.1 34.3 26.1 26.6 32.6 31.1
0.5 59.1 35.7 £6.1 25.7 22.6 35.6
0.75 39.1 40.0 30.4 30.0 34.8 44.4
1.0 41.3 40.0 30.4 28.6 :i9.1 44.4
1.5 52.^ 44.3 32.6 35.7 45.7 44.4
2.0 54.3 47.1 2e.3 38.6 52.2 53.3
a.5 60.9 50.0 32.6 41.4 56.5 55.5
3.0 65.2 54.3 34.8 41.4 56.5 62.2
4.0 69.6 60.0 41.3 44.2 67.4 68.9
6.0 64.8 70.0 47.6 54.2 84.6 84.4
6.0 95.7 78.6 54.3 65.7 64.8 68.9
10.0 97.8 6B.6 56.6 64.3 93.5 68.9
12.0 106.5 97.1 65.2 68.6 97.8 100.0
18.0 115.2 105.7 71.7 74.3 102.2 106.7
24.0 117.4 122.8 80.4 81.4 108.7 117.8
30.0 130.4 ia<4.2 89.1 91.4 119.6 126.7
41.0 141.3 140.0 100.0 101.4 130.4 131.1
48.0 137.0 135.7 100.0 92.9 128.3 124.4
54.0 141.3 142.9 104.3 98.6 130.4 131.1
67.0 143.5 142.9 106.5 100.0 132.6 131.1
- xz;d -
Appendix B
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Table 20
Data Sheet for Calibration of Torque Indicator
Hun Cage Orooa weight npoed
number readins pounds rpBi..
1 (tare) 62 10 604
2 309 104.5 581
3 296 97,5 583
4 274 68.5 585
5 247 77.5 587
6 214 67.5 590
7 173 55.0 594
8 139 44.5 596
9 99 32.5 598
10 76 24.5 602
11 67 16.0 603
12 (tare) 62 10 604
13 (tare) 55 10 604
14 57 15 601
15 60 19 600
16 70 24 598
17 91 32 597
18 110 37 594
19 129 42 593
20 150 49.5 591
21 177 57.0 589
22 189 61.0 589
23 ;i05 67.0 588
24 222 73.0 587
25 234 76.5 587
26 £50 83.0 586
27 264 88.5 564
28 279 95.0 563
29 ^98 101.5 561
30 307 105 580
31 (tare) 55 10 604
32 (tare) 65 10 602
33 67 14 600
34 71 19.5 600
35 79 24.0 597
- 125 -
Table 20 (Continued)
Hun Gage Gross weight rspeed
number reading pounda rpm.
36 95 30.0 595
27 122 38.0 595
38 142 44.0 594
39 167 51,5 590
40 169 5b.7 568
41 205 64.5 586
42 23S 73.5 586
43 246 76.5 585
44 253 60.5 584
45 270 87.0 583
46 262 91.0 582
47 297 97.0 580
46 306 101.0 579
49 310 101.0 579
50 (tare) 65 10 603
51 (tare) 7a 10 604
52 304 100 580
53 268 91.5 583
54 276 85.5 586
55 263 61,5 587
56 236 72.0 587
57 220 67 588
58 194 56.5 590
59 172 5::.o 592
60 122 37.5 597
61 69 27.0 599
62 78 19.0 602
63 74 15.0 603
64 (tare) 72 10.0 606
- 126 -
Table SI
Calculated Data sheet
Torque Indicator Calibration Values for several
Tare Gage Rct^dings
Otere gage Hot gage Ket torque
reading reading feot-poundB
55 0 0
2 10.5
5 18.9
15 29.4
36 46.2
55 56.7
74 69.4
95 63.0
122 98.8
124 107.2
150 119.0
167 132.2
179 139.8
195 153.3
209 165.0
224 178.5
243 192.2
252 199.5
0 0
62 0 0
5 12.6
15 30.4
;57 47.2
77 72.S
111 94.5
152 120.8
165 141.0
212 165.0
234 161^.8
247 198.5
0 0
• IB? -
Table 21 (Continued)
Tare gage Net guge Net torque
reading r^aaain^ feet-pouuUt3
6S 0 0
2 8.4
6 20.0
14 29.4
30 42.0
57 58.8
77 71.5
102 87.2
124 101.9
140 114.5
163 133.5
181 139.8
188 148.2
205 161.8
217 170.2
232 182.8
241 191.2
245 191.2
0 0
72 0 0
2 10.5
6 18.9
17 35.7
50 57.7
100 90.3
122 101.9
148 110.8
164 130.2
191 150.2
203 100.!^
216 171.2
232 189.0
0 0
- 188 -
Appendix C
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Table 22
Test Schedule for Kffeot of Feeding Bate on the Power
Requirement end the Size of rarticlea
l^oohlue settlnK Ifest hun'b'ers
Coacfive Crushin^^ roller uelatlve feeding rate
per cent lai) aDccluR (Inches) Low Medlust HlKh
167 179 101
100 1/2 168 180 102
169 IBI 102
1/2
170 162 110
7 171 183 111
172 184 112
3/4
17S 185 113
100 174 186 114
175 187 115
3/4
176 168 lag
7 177 189 123
176 190 124
191 197 12S
100 1 192 198 126
193 199 127
194 200 134
7 1 198 201 135
196 202 136
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Table 25
Test Schedule for Effect of Machine Adjustment on
Performance
ConcGve Test numbers'
setting Distance between orushing rollers
per cent lap 1/S inch 3/4 inch 1 inch 1 1/8 inch
101 113 125 137
100 loa 114 126 138
103 115 127 139
104 116 128 140
69 105 117 129 141
106 118 130 142
107 119 131 143
36 108 120 132 144
log 121 133 145
110 122 134 146
7 111 123 138 147
112 124 136 148
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